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Foundation Awards
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Linda Wang
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Fuad Ahmed (not pictured), Illissa
Lancaster, Kelly Thao, Jessica Vo,
and Phia Yang
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President

Scholarships &
Awards

Downtown Rotary Club Youth Awards

Senior Achievement: Julia Donkle (left)
Outstanding Senior: Paul Slaughter
(right above)

Downtown Kiwanis Club
Carly Huggins & Ryan Morgan

Judge: Katie Hettenbach
(right)
Senior Improvement:
Symonia Donaldson
(not pictured)
Madison West Lion’s Club
Xeng Vang (left)
Breakfast Optimists
Reina Martinez (right)

Sauk Trails Optimist
Juliana Epstein, Alekh Kale and
MaryAnn Rehani

Horizon’s Rotary Club
Sonam Dolma and
Zach Thomas (right)

West Towne
Middleton
Rotary
Shilpa Joottu,
Daija Pigram
& Yeming
Yang

Ross M.
Koen
Carsyn Hutchinson and
Levi Obright (right)
Gary Nelson
Ben Townsend

John Stuessy Scholarship
Katherine Hahn
(right)

Betty Perego Award
Manjot Kaur, Tu Phan, Dao Phialuang, Evelyn Rosales, Allison Vang
and Elizabeth Vega
Marti Kaump
Music &
Performing Arts
Sam Cibula, Abby
DuRussel
and Cailey
McDaniel
(right)
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Hind Memorial
Paige Hasz and
Kiya James (left)

Michael Sullivan’s
Award
Nathan Wolkoff
(left)

Frank A.
Zuerner
Memorial
Alex Dent
(right)

UW Health: Atrium Clinic
Ashley Maglio
Red Cross Blood Drive .
Cassie Oberg
Ethel Mabie Falk
Grant Disch and Braxton Senson

Hazel Paschall
Scholarship
Guadalupe Montes
Tecalero
(left)
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By David Cao
It’s hard to believe that the school year is
almost over, and that just after another few weeks,
we will all be parting our separate ways for a new
beginning. Through four bittersweet years of high
school, we’ve learned (or not learned) the necessary academic knowledge to succeed in college;
we commend and appreciate all the teachers at
Memorial for their help, hard work, and dedication to teach and tolerate us…
But in actuality, from freshman to senior
year, our teachers have gifted us with academic knowledge and an education while we have
learned something more valuable. We came in as
freshmen rather reticent, somewhat unsure about
high school (not to mention college), and with
the necessary skill set to read and write decently,
long divide, recite the Preamble, and peel a boiled
potato.
But after four years, we found an identity
that rings true to ourselves; we’ve learned practicalities like what subjects we excel in, how to
study best, how to effectively manage time and
balance tasks (while being able to procrastinate),
how to love, how we choose to present ourselves,
and who we choose to talk to. Of course, the list
goes on. This is why it’s hard to take for granted
what we have gained from our teachers, as well
as what we have learned about ourselves in high
school.
Now, we can celebrate the fruits of our
four years’ worth of labor with friends, family,
and teachers during these last few weeks of school
and the summer. Your motivation has brought
you this far in school and in life, and I hope you
continue your prosperity in college and beyond.
The true path to success is directly dependent on
your motivation as an individual to pursue your
own passions and dreams. Motivation is never
correlated to any external impetus because it is
simply counterproductive to be ingratiating to
others to please yourself. Find happiness and love
in anything and everything you do…because you
live for no one else but yourself.
I cannot thank Ms. Ford enough for
being a wonderful advisor to me and to all the
club members for the newspaper club. Without
her effort and dedication to the club, the Sword
& Shield wouldn’t be nearly as awesome as it is
today. I would also like to thank Shalini Patro for
being such a great co-editor-in-chief this school
year. I am deeply honored to be part of a brilliant
team of staff members, editors, and contributors
that work diligently to put together a special issue
each month. I wish all the best to the new editorial staff next year, and I hope you can continue
keeping the Sword & Shield a big part of Memorial. And to the readers: you have always been
an inspiration to all of the club members. Please
enjoy this special Senior Tribute Issue.
Congratulations to the JMM Class of
2016, and good luck with your future endeavors!
We all definitely have to stay in touch.
Best Regards,
David Cao
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Scholarships &
Awards Cont.
Badger State Representatives
Sam Cibula, Jesse Hershberger, Amol
Rajesh, Anna Schmidt (not pictured)
Summit Credit Union
Joshua Blumenstein and Connor
Jones
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Andy Gauss Memorial
Annabelle Sobotik
Devine Family Foundation
Juan Ocampo
Michael Sheahan
Memorial Award
Jacob Genskow
(Right)
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Dean Gatz Art Scholarship
Julianne Griepp and Camille Hung

Fritz Kaump
Morgan Spatola
Jason Weah
“Math-alete”
Michael Hall (left)
Jamie Lindl Athletic
Leadership Award
Holly Houston (below)
Dick Shimon
Outstanding
Senior Athletes
Rory Sanchez
(not pictured) and
Sydney Stroud (left)

Spartan Spirit
Scholarship
Claire Eckerle
and Marla
Moser
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Bruce
Dahmen
Kevin
Hanauer,
Shaikobie
McGee (not
pictured) and Annabelle
Sobotik

Cyndi, Katie
& Sean
Kaump
Athletic
Award
Andrea Gottlieb
and Macrae
Robertson
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Carolyn
Taylor
Award
Will
Goodspeed
Chanell Sopha
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Most
Likely
to...
Best Rapper
Zach Herman

Tweetaholic
Sam Palmer

be Mistaken for a
Freshman
Richard Kerr
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Host a Late Night Show
Holly Houston

be Mistaken for a Dad
Jacob Padley

Become Instagram Famous
Jake Rath

to Make Their Own Parking Spot
Justin Temprano

to Shock Everyone at the Class Reunion
Chris McCarthy

Cutest Couple
Gwen Parker
and James Tauges

Snapchattiest
Lauren Micheals

Biggest Hipster
Kam Kudick

Best Car
Hannah Becker
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Super
Seniors
& Most
Likely
to...
to be Back Teaching at
JMM in 10 Years
Claire Eckerle

Biggest Coffee Addict
Delaney Eigenberger

Most JMM-y
Erik Goucher
Most Dramatic
Lily Zwaska
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Wrost Driver
Trevor Mcky

Biggest Netflix Addict
Alex Center

Sword & Shield Staff
Editors-in-Chief
David Cao & Shalini
Patro
Assistant Editor-in-Chief
Amol Rajesh
Copy Editor
Isabella Wu
Student Life Editor
Ameya Sanyal
Arts & Entertainment
Editor
Maryann Rehani
News Editor
Amol Rajesh
Opinions Editor
Evanka Annayapu
Sports Editor
Caleb Walker
Photography Editor
Wyatt Cook Silvern
Layout Editor
Isabella Wu

Most Athletic
Sydney Stroud

Biggest Class Clown
Jack Peterson
to be a Soccer Mom
Gretchen Hartlieb

Best Dancer
Caryn Mueller

to Climb Mount Everest
Jonny So

Student Contributors
Hannah Becker
David Cao
DaShawn Lomack
Chris McCarthy
Liam McGuire
Jawon Odeneal
Gabe Trejo-Tellez
Jason Weah
Advisor
Teri Parris Ford
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I, Abby DuRussel, will leave behind…my flower pants to
Danielle Slawny.
I, Abigail Kurth, will leave behind…PM for Ann Miller.
I, Aileen Zhai, will leave behind…my senior year sleep
schedule to Hanna.
I, Alex Ayala, will leave behind…a few books for Ms.
Fitz.
I, Alex Center, will leave behind…Tory Center my
parking permit for that b diamond.
I, Alexander McCabe, will leave behind...my experiences
with friends and the friendships I have with teachers for
the next generation, so they, too can experience Ms. Fitz’s
sass.
I, Alison Butler-Cordova, will leave behind... all alt girlness to Marisa Hetzler.
I, Allison Rae Trask, will leave behind…my room to
Stephnie Trask.
I, Amelia Heusuk, will leave behind...a 100 dollar bill
hidden in the school for any Spartan to find.
I, Amol Rajesh, will leave behind…my pirated music
stash located on the S-Drive.
I, Amos Egleston, will leave behind…my band locker for
Ryan Treves.
I, Andrea Gottleib, will leave behind...my rippped leo to
Sam.
I, Anna Schmidt, will leave behind…Women’s Club to
Wesley Proctor and activism and hope to Ameya Sanyal.
I, Annika Weller, will leave behind…the gum in locker
1790.
I, Ashley Dabel, will leave behind…my knowledge to
Fatima and Becca.
I, Austin Wilson, will leave behind…the running stuff to
the junior CC boys.
I, Benjamin Halverson, will leave behind…the minivan
to my brother.
I, Benton Denlinger Drumm, will leave behind…my old
school cross country sweatshirt.
I, Blake Komplin, will leave behind…my dashing good
looks for Will Gustafson.
I, Calvin Austin Jensen, will leave behind…my biking
skills to Abram Zwaska.
I, Camille Hung, will leave behind...Figure Drawing Club
for those who love to sing but are really really bad at it.
I, Carly Huggins, will leave behind...my blue flower
racing socks to my running buddy Syd.
I, Caryn Mueller, will leave behind…math class.
I, Cassie Oberg, will leave behind…multiple voicemails
excusing my “absences”.
I, Chloe Orr, will leave behind...my soul to the first taker.
I, Chris McCarthy, will leave behind…my gold chain for
Abram Zwaska.
I, Daniel S Driscoll Jr, will bequieth...my auto shop to the
ever capable Mr. Tolkheim; try not to burn it down, okay?
I, DaShawn Lomack, will leave behind…my pencil case
for Mr. Spencer.
I, David Cao, will leave behind…my many gifts of
appreciation and admiration for Ms. Fitz.
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I, Deaqwon Jones, will leave...you guys in the dust.
I, Delaney Eigenberger, will leave behind…my car to my
sister; hopefully she won’t crash it like I did.
I, Elaine Ran Yi, will leave behind…my amazing Spanish
test scores and skits for Rayan Banerjee, Molly Wang, and
Megan Wurf.
I, Elliot Patterson, will leave behind…all of the things I
will forget to take home from ceramics.
I, Emma Leith, will leave behind...the wheel I always use
in ceramics for my sister Lily.
I, Emmett Enright, will leave behind…my math skills to
nobody.
I, Erik Goucher, will leave behind…my front row spot at
the basketball games to Isaac Blum and Hunter Peters.
I, Fuad Ahmed, will leave behind...my legacy.
I, Gretchen Hartlieb, will leave behind…all my love for
MK.
I, Gwen Paker, will leave behind…outdoors club
presidency to Danielle Slawny, my top tier status to Julia
Siegal, and my diva status to Erica Reiners.
I, Haley Lundal, will leave behind…my sass for Bella
Walters.
I, Hannah Becker, will leave behind…my soccer skills to
Gracie Kaldor.
I, Hannah Cole, will leave behind…my street smarts to
Sophie Vaccaro.
I, Holden Brandon, will leave behind…all the missing
homework to all my teachers, sorry...
I, Holly Houston, will leave behind…my love for track,
and my favorite silver discs, for all the throwers to come.
I, Jackson Eduardo Aleman Sotelo, will leave behind…
my flowers for Ms. Fitz.
I, Jackson Murphy, will leave behind…my son Bennett
Tomalin.
I, Jacob P. Mann, will leave behind…my actions and my
story, for those who want to know how to act towards one
another.
I, Jacob Padley, will leave behind…my hockey jersey for
the incoming freshmen to fill my role.
I, Jake Genskow, will leave behind…my lane leadership
to Josh Barth and Joey Jensen.
I, Jasmine Lancaster, will leave behind...my motivation for
anyone who wants it.
I, Jawon Layvon Odeneal, will leave behind…one of my
favorite pieces of art.
I, Jayna K Cooley, will leave behind…memories.
I, Jenna Broihahn, will leave behind…multiple coffee
stains in my textbooks.
I, Jesse Hershberger, will leave behind…Soup and
Scripture to Naomi Foster, Andrea Fruit, and Hannah
Metzger.
I, John Adam, will leave behind…#78--stained with
the paint of other teams uniforms, and some blood from
players on other teams--to the next guy who will wear the
number...unless our team finally gets new uniforms.
I, John Kircher, will leave behind…the cold.
I, Jonathon Droessler, will leave behind...my goals.

I, Jonathan So, will leave behind…some beer for Mr.
Lynch.
I, Joseph William Halada, will leave behind…a good
role model for the learning enviroment.
I, Josh Blumenstein, will leave behind…my mom’s tea
drawer for Ms. Fitz.
I, Joshua Miranda, will leave behind…my parking spot
in the boonie.
I, Josephine Bratt, will leave behind...nothing; you
ghouls aren’t getting anything else outta me.
I, Julia Donkle, will leave behind...my car for Natalie.
I, Katie Hettenbach, will leave behind…my paint
overalls to Haley Pitman.
I, Katie Olson, will leave behind...placid cats hidden in
classrooms all over the school.
I, Kelly Spielman, will leave behind…my parking pass
for the girl that drives the beat up red car and parks in the
senior lot everyday, even though she isn’t a senior and
doesn’t have a parking pass.
I, Kelly Thao, will leave behind…my past tests, quizzes,
and homework papers for my younger brother.
I, Kevin Hanauer, will leave behind…the best essay ever
written for Ms. Fitz.
I, Lauren Michels, will leave behind…my swag to those
who don’t got enough.
I, Levi Obright, will leave behind... my skeletal study for
Newland.
I, Lily Zwaska, will leave behind…my craziness to Kaley
Morgan.
I, Linda Wang, will leave behind…all the books I gave to
Ms. Fitz. Take good care of them.
I, Macrae Robertson, will leave behind…the Robertson
Legacy for my brother, Sam Robertson.
I, Madlyn Stevens, will leave behind...my favorite pottery
wheel (the one behind the pugger, hidden from other
people) to all of the other introverts who don’t like it when
people talk to them while they’re doing art.
I, Majestica P. Lor, will leave behind…my first cello in
the hands of the orchestra department...
I, Maria Martinez Rios, will leave behind...my deepest
and darkest of secrets to Scrappy the Bear.
I, Maryann Rehani, will leave behind...a box of tissues to
Ms. Piper for when she cries over future tests.
I, Maya Gomez, will leave behind…my football poncho
to Natalie Denlinger Drumm.
I, Megan Liebau, will leave behind…my pain and
suffering.
I, Michael Hall, will leave behind…my lead trumpet chair
in the Jazz Ensemble to Ryan Treves.
I, Michael Hull, will leave behind…The Brotherhood.
I, Michaela Joy Moehring, will leave behind…a FCCLA
legacy for my advisor Glee Brechler and future FCCLA
star participants and voting delegates.
I, Mitchell Nelson, will leave behind…my shade to
Kendra.
I, Molly Marlow, will leave behind…all of the repressed
memories that this school gave me.
I, Molly Sheridan, will leave behind…the Sheridan
carpool to Rosie Patton.

I, Morgan Spatola, will leave behind...my not-soawesome Algebra 3 tests to Ms. Piper. Have fun crying...
I, Naomi Makessa, will leave behind...my seat in the
soprano section for Loren McMahon.
I, Nicholas Bartlett, will leave behind…#10 for Tsering
Dorje.
I, Phia Yang, will leave behind...my skills for Aeron Vue.
I, Richard Kerr, will leave behind…Spartan News for
Perri Moran.
I, Rory Demick, will leave behind…my locker in the cage
for Emily Vosberg.
I, Rory Sanchez, will leave behind…my mustache for
Drake Horton.
I, Ryan Morgan, will leave behind…the JV boys
basketball team to be coached by the legend himself Mr.
Slempkes (Moses).
I, Sadie Hornacek, will leave behind…the route for Bella
Walters and Gracie Kaldor.
I, Sam Cibula, will leave behind...my aesthetic to Aris
Awes and my soul to Malcolm Buisch
I, Sam Geier, will leave behind…my Yu-Gi-Oh cards to
Mr. Newland.
I, Sam Palmer, will leave behind…my good looks to
my kids Joseph Harper, Bennett Tomalin, and Tsering
Thonkar.
I, Sam Zarov, will leave behind…every possession I own
or have ever owned to Malcolm Buisch.
I, Samuel Grayson Wood, will leave behind…love and
a hearty thank you to everybody who has ever done a
random act of kindness, or made some ones day better just
because they could.
I, Sarah Hubbard, will leave behind…my common sense
to Deandra Dome.
I, Shalini Patro, will leave behind...my position as CoEditor-in-Chief of the Sword and Shield to Isabella Wu
and Ameya Sanyal.
I, Stella Lehane, will leave behind...the Stella Legacy
to Stella Ma; keep it going strong you nerd. I also leave
behind my ability to handle colder weather for Sydney
Tang since the poor Cali girl is too weak to wear shorts in
40 degree weather.
I, Symonia Donaldson, will leave behind…all the library
books that I may have forgotten to turn in and the hope
that the staff members, who helped me through my four
years of school, continue to help those in similar situations
as mine.
I, Taylor Jacobson, will leave behind…the two decorated
Q’s for Mr. Spence.
I, Trevor McKy, will leave behind…the transgender
bathroom in the A-wing hallway to anybody that wants to
take private poops at school.
I, Trevor Wall, will leave behind…my Spotify playlists
for my little brother Dominic Gentil.
I, Tyrell Xavier Catolico Quinto, will leave behind…my
legacy to underclassmen.
I, Walaa Yassin, will leave behind…my best friend.
I, Xeng Vang, will leave behind…my secret note.
I, Zach Herman, will leave behind…the Phil
Downs CC/Track Jacket.
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Significant Senior Artists
Maddie Gerbrig
Maya Gomez
Julianne Griepp
Camille Hung
Richard Kerr
Emma Leith
Maria Martinez
Rios
Levi Obright
Jawon Odeneal
Elliott Patterson
Madlyn Stevens
Molly Tobin
TJ Weedge
A Senior Artist is one who
has made artistic production an integral part of
their life while at Memorial.
Senior Artists who have
taken at least 3 art courses
while at Memorial, has
at least a 2.0 GPA, and
has shown a consistent
commitment to excellence
in the art studio are chosen by their art teachers.
These Senior Artists have
been a positive influence
and inspiration to his/her
classmates have exhibited
artwork at Memorial.

“Jawon is amazingly talented and
a motivated artist. I felt privileged
to have had him in 3 classes this
semester and look forward
to seeing his career take
off.” -TPF
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Madlyn Stevens-

As a young child, I was always seen
toting around an abundant amount of art
supplies. I carried coloring materials, sketch
pads, and endless other crafting necessities.
I was utterly smitten by art and all I could do
with it. I drew on every available sheet of paper and wrote little stories about my doodled
creations. After years and years, I continue
to practice the same habits, sometimes even
lugging around up to four sketchbooks at a
time.
Entering my high school art classes was like a dream come true. I had endless
supplies at the tips of my fingers and I was constantly being inspired by my wonderful teachers and peers. I fit as many art classes as I could into my schedule every year,
knowing that they would bring some solace in the midst of the dreadful academic
classes being forced upon me. My teacher’s brought much enthusiasm and excitement to the classroom and I realized that I desperately wanted to be an art teacher in
order to spread the same joy. I am very grateful to them for helping me find the career
path that suites me best.
My artwork is inspired by a great number of miscellaneous things, but the biggest inspirations I have are the people around me and dozens upon dozens of other
artists out in the world. I also admire and have found myself mimicking the works of
Chris Riddell, an author and illustrator, and Hayao Miyazaki, an artist and film director.
I have begun the process of writing and illustrating my own series of chapter books
that are based on some doodles of garden gnomes that I drew and had wanted to
use for a project.Though past attempts to write books have not worked out in my
favor, I plan on making this series become a reality because I’ve finally found a way to
merge two of my greatest passions; writing and drawing.
Throughout high school I’ve taken an abundant amount of art classes. My first
one was Drawing 1 with Mrs. Winker. Also during my freshman year, I took Drawing
2 and Art Experiences with Mr. Newland. I took many of his other art classes, including Drawing 3 and Digital Imagery, and also had the opportunity to be his TA during
my junior year, and have multiple Independent Studies under his watch. During my
sophomore year, I discovered a new passion when I took Mr. Herman’s Ceramics and
Sculpture 1 class. I loved it so much that I took the two remaining Ceramics classes. I
also ended up taking Mr. Herman’s Animation class, despite not being well versed in
Flash, the computer program that we used. I had the chance to also take Ms. Parris
Ford’s Painting 1 class during my junior year, and went on to TA for the same class
the year after. This year I am also taking Graphic Design and Illustration with Ms. Parris
Ford, who is (thankfully) very patient with my inability to
use computer programs. Before actually taking Metals &
Jawon OdenealThe thing that i love about Glass 1 this year with Ms. Riedle, I knew her as the leader
art, is The Creativity, seeing of Art Club, which I have been participating in for the
some of the most complex past four years. She offered many wonderful art projects and even the chance to compete in the Visioneer
to the simplest art and
Design Competition. I’ve also had the opportunity to
each having meaning in
make an endless amount of friends through my classes
some way, being at JMM
in the art department, many of which I believe will last
gave me so much insight
a lifetime. If not for my amazing teachers and friends in
on all the things you can
the art department, I would not have any ambition or
do with art, what you
passion for art. It is thanks to all of these fantastic people
can do with pencils and
that I am continuously being inspired.
ink pens than seen it’s on
the computer and that’s
“Maddie approaches art with intelligence, creativity, and determination.
That’s impressive. However, then she goes one step further and shares what
when things get exciting.
she learns with others in order to help them be successful, a true testament to
I’ve produced some great
the character of this impressive individual.”-- Grace Riedle
pieces and many more to
come.

Levi Obright--As someone who has

always had an
interest in art,
the JMM art
department
has been a
huge influence
on my career
and life choices. Ever since I
took art experiences my
freshman year,
I’ve grown to
love the department and
the teachers who work in it. Since I took art
experiences, I’ve taken 9 more art classes, my
favorites of which being Computer Animation, Digital Imagery, and the Drawing classes. Computer Animation even had such an
influence on me that I’m now a member
of Animation Squad. With the experience
from the club, I hope to eventually go to an
animation school in Canada (I’m currently
looking at Sheridan in Toronto,and VanArts
in Vancouver.) My time at JMM would not
have been nearly as enjoyable were it not
for the amazing people of the art department, fellow artists included.
“I’ve seen few artists grow as exponentially as Levi has
over the last four years -- and with his future rooted in
animation, it’s exciting to think of where his abilities will
be in another four...” - Josh Newland

Emma Leith-- I never thought of myself
as an artist. I never really liked the art that I
made, and art wasn’t relaxing because I knew
I wouldn’t like the finished product. Freshman
year, the sculpture that I made during the clay
unit of art experiences blew up in the kiln,
and I vowed never to take a ceramics course.
However, after much convincing from my
best friend, Aikum, I signed up to take ceramics 1 for junior year. I loved it. The atmosphere
of the class was one I had never experienced
before. Each student worked alone, yet in harmony, challenging and inspiring each other. I
also admire the dimension faced when working with clay. It is necessary not only to think of the front view of the piece, but also the top,
back and side views. Then, the image in the mind’s eye will change
once it is translated through the fingers and onto the clay, and it
teaches open mindedness because the finished piece isn’t what was
imagined.. Throwing brought its own set of challenges. In the beginning of senior year, I decided I really wanted my throwing skills to
excel, and I made that happen through hours and hours of practice.
Throwing taught me to persevere, even when I didn’t see positive results right away. Over time, I created pieces that I really admired, and
eventually developed a signature in how I throw a piece and finish it
off. However, what I learned above all, is that anyone can be an artist.
No matter how artistically talented or challenged you may be, take an
art class. An hour dedicated to art makes you think in a different way,
and will help you unwind from stressful classes. You don’t necessarily
need to be good at art to be an artist. You will learn things that you
could never learn in a traditional classroom setting. I would also like
to thank Mr. Herman for all you have done and continue to do in
supporting me and my fellow students’ art, and encouraging me to
continue art in University of Minnesota next year.

TJ Weedge-- I’ve been
lucky enough to earn a
spot in this gallery by
spending a lot of lunches
and free periods in the
metals studio working on
the pieces you see today. I
couldn’t tell you a single
definitive reason for why I
enjoy making art, probably
the biggest reason I enjoy
creating is the freedom
to do whatever I like and
letting my imagination run
rampant to come up with something intriguing. Everything here (but the silver ring) was made by a lost wax
casting process.
That process is as follows: 1.Make a wax mold. 2.Set wax
mold into a plaster cast. 3.Heat up and melt the wax
mold out of the plaster cast. 4.Pour liquid metal (pewter)
into plaster cast. 5.Wait until cool and remove.
Just as I can’t tell you why I enjoy making art, I
can’t tell you what inspired the pieces here today, I just
have an overzealous imagination.

“I will greatly miss this most gentle of powerful artist-warriors. I witness
Emma’s strength of character every day...she chooses creative solutions that
always stretch her skills yet she remains true to her impressive style and
personal sense of aesthetics. I am honored to have been a part of Emma’s
artist education.” Geof Herman
“TJ, equipped with his creative drive, curiosity, and attention to detail,
has been a leader in the Metals Studio. He shares techniques and guides
the newbies in our space as the most proactive TA I’ve ever had, while
challenging himself to discover new processes and methods as an artist. He
turns failed pieces into learning experiences and is constantly discovering
and problem-solving as he creates. It’s been an honor!” - Grace Riedle
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More Significant
Senior Artists

Julianne M Griepp- In the third
grade, I decided it was imperative to
choose a career path immediately in order
to plan for a future in which I could afford
a nice home as well as a sizeable pack
of dogs. After weeks spent deliberating, I
narrowed it down to three possible choices: a veterinarian, an astronaut, or an artist.
Soon after this I realized that I was unable
to listen to my mom’s operating room
stories without feeling slightly faint, so I
decided that a career in medicine was not
quite right for me. A few years later, I learned that in order to become an
astronaut you had to be physically fit, and that was immediately out. And so,
I entered middle school with the conviction that I was destined for a career
in the visual arts.
From the beginning I felt that this was the right decision: I was passionate
about art even before I started school, when my babysitter brought us new
art projects to work on each day. I thrived in my elementary school art classes, and by the time I began middle school, I was already illustrating short
homemade comics. This form of visual storytelling became a crucial part of
my transition into becoming more serious about art: when I was younger
I was very anxious and shy, and art became my way of expressing myself.
Through my art, I created whole new worlds and adventures and characters who were brave enough to do what I only imagined doing. With this
in mind as eighth grade came to an end and we picked our high school
courses for the next year, I was excited to enroll in my high school’s computer animation class.
This class taught me the basics of using the Adobe Flash program,
but I was eager to use these skills to develop my own stories. I had three
friends in the class who also wanted to go further than the class went in
animation, and so that summer, with the help of the animation teacher,
we planned an after school club dedicated to creating animated shorts. It
was here where I began to gain a sense of what it was like to work on an
art project with a committed team, and I have loved every second of it. The
other members of the club are all dedicated and talented artists working
towards a career in art, and being around them and bouncing ideas off of
them is one of the best experiences I have had. Between Animation Club,
Figure Drawing Club, Art Club, the art classes I have taken, and the after
school open studio time, the art department is like a second home to me.
Soon I will be enrolling as an illustration major with emphasis in
entertainment at Laguna College of Art and Design in California. While attending art school, I hope to have a similar experience to the one I received
working with other student artists for the past four years: I want to be surrounded by people who are passionate about art and will inspire me to create. As I move forward I wish to be exposed to new ideas and techniques,
all the while pushing my limits and working as hard as I can to better myself
as an artist. And when I do begin my professional career, I look forward to
being able to inspire younger artists who, like myself, use art as a form of
expression.
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“Julieanne is a rare talent and
was so fun to watch in class as she
attacked every assignment with
inventiveness and hard work. We
were blessed as a department to have
her artwork win the Google Doodle
contest. We know she will continue to
make amazing art and go to amazing
places!” -TPF

“Maria’s personality is
more potent than even
her talent, and it bleeds
in to all of her work
-- each piece is infused
with her imagination,
her humor, and a sense
of fun.” -Josh Newland

Maria Martinez Rios

As my high school years come
to an end, I push away all thoughts
of graduation. Unlike the rest of my
senior class, I would be okay with
spending another year or two here.
I say this not because I am afraid of
the future, but because I find that
the teachers and people here make
me happier than I have ever been
before. Most of all though, I cannot
imagine not spending at least one
hour a day in my favorite indoor
place in the world - the ceramics
room.
The fourth quarter of senior
year is a time for reminiscing and
remembering moments from your
childhood. Although I have always
had a poor memory, I have noticed
a pattern in my memories as I think
back to elementary and middle
school. It surprised me to find that all
of my most vibrant memories feature
the art room (with exception to the
Cha-Cha Slide on roller blades in
gym class). I remember so distinctly
the small red light outside of Mrs.
Worth’s art room that signified the
kiln in action. I remember so distinctly the song “squiggles, dots, and
lines,” and the sticky glue and water
mixture used with the colorful tissue
paper and newspaper.
Now as a senior, when I think
about my time at Memorial High
School, the majority of my memories
follow the same pattern and materialize from the art department. My
most vibrant memories are memories that most people would consider
insignificant. I remember so distinctly
one instance where I found myself in
an empty studio one Saturday morning. In my hands I found a small

Molly Tobin

While my time in the art
department at memorial
started with the traditional
arts of “Drawing” and “Painting and Printmaking,” in
my junior and senior years
I found my passion in Ceramics and Photography. In
my four years, I have taken
9 classes in the memorial
art department, while also
student teaching one semester of a ceramics class. Art
had always been about the
craft for me, making something useful that I could use everyday of my life. This is
why I was drawn to Ceramics and digital art. Both of
those skills seemed to be something that would help me
later in life. However, it was the connections that I made
while in these studios that completely changed my perspective. Presented with each unique project, I strived to
find a style that was entirely my own. The development
of my skills is all thanks to the memorial art department
helping me develop my skills.
I would like to thank first and foremost my amazing art teachers. Mr. Herman, your studio became a
second home for me. A place where all of the stressors
of the day were simply gone, and I could completely
immerse myself in creation. Student teaching for you
was an absolute pleasure, and showed me that teaching ceramics is more difficult than it looks. Mr. Frontier,
thank you for always pushing me, and seeing the potential of what I could make. Ms. Winker, though you
only worked at memorial for my freshman year, your art
classes set the tone of what I would do at memorial. I
would also like to thank my friends that I made and that
accompanied me in these art classes. You were all there
when we needed to bounce ideas off each other, and
my art would not be the same without them. I would
especially like to thank Annabelle, Maddy, and Lily. And
finally I would like to thank my parents for always supporting me in all of my artistic endeavors.

Richard
Kerr--

Hi my name
is Richard
Larue Kerr.
My passion
for film
started in 4th
grade when
I started
out making
videos of
me and my
friends playing with nerf
guns. As time
passed I started making videos with more story line and
more production value. When I arrived in High School
I signed up for as many art classes as I possibly could.

Elliott
Patterson --After

family troubles arose at
home during my freshman
year, I realized that school
was the only way I could
get away from them. This
sounds unfortunate that
the only way to get away
from home was to attend
my classes...which was
not exactly very fun either.
That was until I took my
first ceramics class the beginning of my sophomore
year. The first day I walked
in and I saw the amazing
art and the passionate students around the studio and I
had to stop for a second to take it all in. I was greeted by
the most enthusiastic and engaging teacher I know, and
I knew that this studio was a place I was going to like.
Five semesters of ceramics later and with my home life
now great, the ceramics studio is continues to be a place
I want to be. Ceramics has offered opportunities and
taught lessons no other class could. It has taught me to
appreciate everything in nature. Ceramics has taught me
to go on a hike. Ceramics has taught me sit at a lake and
watch the waves. Ceramics has taught me to appreciate
everything, which is a perspective that is truly beautiful
and should be experienced by everyone.
“Molly has shown a diversity of interests and telent
across media-- ceramics,
photo, video and more. She
is creative, thoughtful, and
expressive.” -Joe Frontier

“I will greatly miss Elliot’s unabashed
interest in learning that leads to mastery,
and his youthful exuberance in the quest for
developing skills that lead to impressive pottery forms. He is not thwarted by difficulty;
it only fuels his resilience and ultimately his
success. I am honored to have been a part
of Elliot’s artist education.”-- Geof Herman

“Richard has been totally dedicated to Spartan News the past 2 years.
He is more than just a video artist, he is a leader and a productoin
manager.” -Joe Frontier

(Photo 1,2,3, CAMM , Yearbook, Video, and many independent studies) As I got older my passion got bigger,
I started studying different directors methods and tried
to always replicate there work. One director that really
inspired me was David Fincher. His work with Gone
Girl and Fight Club really made me think what all goes
into film making which allowed me to make amazing
videos. Along with David Finchers help, Mr. Frontier has
allowed me to keep that video spark alive inside me.
Throughout my 4 years at Memorial he has kept pushing me to do better and better and to always follow my
passion. I will be continuing my film career next year
at UW-Milwaukee Peck School Of The Arts studying
film. Thank you to Mr. Frontier and the whole JMM Art
Department for allowing me to reach the next
chapter in my life.
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Congratulations to Our Retiring Teachers
Theresa Busby
Art Camosy
Peggi Dahmen
Kim Ebert
Deb Gil-Casado
Joe Hamel
Kevin Hodgson
Judy Leibbrandt
Sherry Lucille
David Lynch
Robyn Reed
Tim Ritchie
Syrie Schmitz
Tim
Ritchie

1. What’s your
favorite moment
at memorial and
why? My favorite
moments at
Memorial are the
9 state swimming
championships
as Boys and Girls
Coach that I was lucky to be a part
of.
2. How long have you been at
Memorial? Began coaching in 1981
as a track coach. A great majority
of my teaching was as a physical
education teacher at Jefferson
Middle School. I came to Memorial
in 2005 to teach and then in 2006 as
an Athletic Director and now Dean
of Students.
3. What will you miss the most?
Teaching for me has always been
about the people I work with,
especially students. I am sure there
will be moments when I will miss
that.
4.Words of wisdom?
Be kind to each other. Remember
the “Golden Rule”: Do unto others
as you would have them do unto you.
My 4th grade teacher Mrs. Hamilton
at Falk Elementary used to say
that to us every morning and it is
something I have never forgotten.
5. What’s your plans once you’re
retired? Mrs. Ritchie and I are both
retiring. As of now we do
not have any plans other
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Peggi Dahmen
1. What’s your favorite moment at
memorial and why? I don’t have
just one - but I loved the time spent
with kids outside of the classroom.
Whether in my office chatting,
at athletic events, working in the
concession stand, cleaning up
school grounds, or being part of any
number of clubs or civic projects.
Cheering for our sons and their
teams was a definite highlight. Of
course, working with my husband
and sharing the last dance at many
school dances with JMM students
was very special.
2. How long have you been at
Memorial? I started as a Freshman
in 1972 and graduated in 1976. I
met my husband in 1980 and have
been part of Memorial in some form
ever since. I coached cheer for ten
years, was the advisor for Captains’
Club and the Big 8 Student Advisory,
chaperoned the school dances
(I’ve only missed Prom once in all
those years), helped with Airband,
worked graduation, was the

Athletic Secretary to Mr. Kolpin,
ran the Athletic Booster Club and
concession stands for 22 years, and
finally ended up as the Fox Office
Secretary for Mr. Hendrickson. It
has been a wonderful experience!
3. What will you miss the most?
The people! Everyone here is what
makes JMM such a special place.
It’s a family, we give support, we
laugh together, cry together, help
each other out, we are here for each
other and we want everyone to do
their best. Not just academically but
personally too.
4.Words of wisdom? Enjoy the little
things in life and take nothing for
granted. Life is not measured by the
breaths we take, but by the moments
that take our breath away. LIVE
5. What’s your plans once you’re
retired? Our boys recently opened
a new restaurant, so I have devoted
a lot of time to getting that open
and running. In the future I hope to
continue to travel and take photos,
and spend time with my family and
friends.

Art Camosy

Dave Lynch
than to enjoy this time. We will
probably visit the beach lots and
possibly re-locate to Florida at some
time. We have family in Madison
who are very important to us.

Kevin Hodgson

Retiring Teachers
Contined..
Debora Gil Casado

1. What’s your favorite moment at
memorial and why?
There have been so many but I guess
the ones that stand out the most has
been the Latino Student Dances
because it has been fantastic to see
people step outside of their comfort
zone and try out new food and
music.
2. How long have you been at
Memorial? Started teaching 33
years ago and I have taught grades
K-12. The last 14 school years have
been here at Memorial teaching
Psychology.
3. What will you miss the most?
The relationships I have made with
co-workers and students. I have
learned alot from them.
4.Words of wisdom? Take care of
your brain; what you don’t use you
lose, Take care of your body, be
healthy, sleep enough, don’t stress;
It catches up with you.
5. What’s your plans once you’re
retired? I haven’t quite decided what
I am go to be when I grow up but
I’ve started a list of things to do and
learn.

Joe Hamel

Robin Reed
1. What’s your
favorite moment
at memorial and
why? The time
the water main
broke and there
were porta-potties
outside. That was
a totally random
adventure at
Memorial.
2. How long
have you been at
Memorial? 17 years
3. What will you miss the most? I’ll
miss the students the most.
4.Words of wisdom? Nothing good
happens after midnight.
5. What’s your plans once you’re
retired? I’m going on safari to
Namibia, Botswana, and Zimbabwe.
I’m a proud JMM graduate, class of
1972. Although I couldn’t see it at the
time, something I studied here shaped
the rest of my life. That subject was
French. I completed French 4 before
I graduated. I continued French in
college at Ahmadu Bello University,
Zaria, Nigeria for one year, before
graduating from UW with an education degree in Broad Field Social
Studies. I joined the Peace Corps a
couple years later, and requested a
Francophone country. I was assigned
to Democratic Republic of the Congo (then Zaire), where French was
the official language and I taught
English as a foreign language to
French-speaking high school students
for two years. I drew on this experience to become an ESL teacher here
in Madison. My job here at JMM has
been very fulfilling. I feel like I get to
go overseas everyday because of the
students I teach, and I will miss them
and JMM very much.

Syrie Schmitz
These are the two things that I live
by: Don’t ever let someone tell you
can’t do something, if you really want
something and you set your mind to it,
it will happen.
Always follow your heart, it will always lead you to the right place.

Sherry Lucille

It’s been a pleasure. Memorial has
been a terrific way to cap off my
career! To the entire Memorial family,
my best wishes for your future and
success. Be blessed.

Significant
Senior
Artists
Maria M-R continued...
vase in which I had spent hours
carving petite zebra stripes a few
days earlier. After dipping the vase
in snowflake, I began to paint the
pencil thin lines with different colors
of colored slip. Mr. Herman then
came over and noticed my tedious
process. He commented on my
preciseness and said that few people
would have patience for that. In that
moment I realized that although I
had a rather stressful task at hand, I
felt more calm than I had in a while.
I forgot about all of the stress of my
college essays and anything else that
was bothering me. I felt pure bliss
and no worries in the empty ceramics room. This feeling is one that I
have achieved and experienced only
a few times and in very a few places
in my life.
I felt this same feeling of pure bliss
just the other day when I attended
Studio Under the Stars for a short fifteen minutes. After walking though
the court yard and observing a few
students sculpting and throwing
beneath a light, I entered the vibrant
ceramics room. I looked around
and once again felt pure bliss as I
observed the incredible amount of
passion and energy confined into
one room. Just watching the magic
happen filled my body with incredible joy.
Over the years, I have found,
through the location of the few long
term memories that I have, that the
art room is the place for me. It really
is the only indoor room in the world
where I find consistent serenity.
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Abby DuRussel: Mrs. Pitt calling the whole cast of
Singin’ in the Rain “mom” during rehearsal
Abigail Kurth: Choir field trips
Aileen Zhai: Going to Milwaukee with the Philharmonic Orchestra.
Albion Rrushaj: That one time I went to class
Alex Ayala: When B. Ortiz won in triple OT
Alex Center: Exploring flavor in Pro Start Chef
Alexander Harold McCabe: Anime Club
Allison Rae Trask: When the freshman soccer team
beat Arrowhead J.V. team
Amol Rajesh: Goofing off with friends during all of the
Math Meets
Andrea Gottlieb: Gymnastics State three years in a row
Annika Weller: Jesse inviting me to eat lunch with her
and her friends freshman year.
Ashley Dabel: The teachers’ flash dances that was always
a blast to watch!! And the powder puff games
Ben Gebhart: Winning state to bring Memorial 6 straight
Benjamin Halverson: Advanced Ropes Bethel trip
Blake Komplin: Going to state in hockey my junior year
Calvin Austin Jensen: TPing Josh’s house
Camille Hung: Getting, as the kids say, “crunk” at Prom
Carlos Moreno Aleman: When me and my girl started to
go out
Caryn Mueller: Latinos Unidos
Cassie Oberg: Netflix
Chloe Orr: Gym class freshman year was pretty fun making personal memes
Chris McCarthy: The day
leading up to Twirp sophomore year
Daniel S Driscoll Jr: Right
when it all began, the first
day. I proudly walked into the
building, didn’t see the fold in the rug and fell right on my
bottom.
DaShawn Lomack: Having a good football season
David Cao: Ms. Guse’s kindness and stories :)
Delaney Eigenberger: Squad 2.0
D’Marcus Williums: Senior prom
Edward Cao: Getting called Ashley for a year by Kellogg
Elaine Ran Yi: The Challenges and Adventures camping
trip
Elizabeth Wang: HOSA State
Elliot Patterson: Ceramics class
Emily Moses: Summer
Emma Cate McCarthy: Gymnastics State junior year
Emma Strong: Going to California for HOSA Nationals
Emmett Enright: Playing sports w/ my friends
Erik Goucher: Beating Middleton in football
Finn Voichick: Making it to the Robotics World Championship
Frank Reynolds: Playing with
Froggie
Fuad Ahmed: Six Flags
Gwen Paker: Performing in the
musicals
Haley Lundal: Freshman year
swim season
Hannah Becker: Sophmore year
Twirp
Hannah Cole: Winning
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Ultimate Frisbee State
Haven Udvari-Solner: SQUAD
Holden Brandon: Jonny falling
off a cliff
Holly Houston: Kickin it in
Glaaser’s room
Isaac Sengstock: Meeting
my girlfriend
Jackson Eduardo Aleman Sotelo: 2016
TWIRP
Jackson Murphy: Winning basketball Conference junior year
Jacob P. Mann: The Lock In with Duct Tape
Club and Anime Club
Jacob Padley: Junior year Twirp with my friend Jacob
O
Jake Ayala: Miss Fitz’s ART class
Jake Genskow: Getting out of the pool at the last swim
practice
Jasmine Lancaster: Pep Rally 2015
Jawon Layvon Odeneal: going to sleep outside on the
bench behind the tennis court. I was
so quiet.
Jayna K Cooley: 2016 Poms trip to
Disney World
Jenna Broihahn: Omelette Tuesday
Jesse Hershberger: Competing at
State Forensics
John Adam: Beating Middleton in football my senior
year.
John Kircher: Playing 1:1 basketball against Mr. Collins.
Jonathan Droessler: Summer
Jonathan So: Mr. Lynch winning the rock, paper, scissors
contest.
Joseph William Halada: My senior year.
Josephine Bratt: I got married and had two lovely children
Joshua Miranda: Playing MSCR basketball
Julia Donkle: Going to State for Cross Country two years
in a row
Julianne Griepp: Working on projects in the Art Department with friends!
Katherine Higgins: Challenges and Adventures caving
and camping trips, AP English Lang
Katie Hettenbach: Going to State in Forensics sophomore and senior year
Kelly Spielman: Senior year basketball games
Kelly Thao: All of it
Kevin Hanauer: Adventures wit da Boyz
Kyle William Fruhling: Breaking the language hall
drinking fountain.
Kyra Hirata: Being apart of the girls cross country team
throughout hs
Lauren Michels: Gymnastics State sophomore year
Lily Wollin: Taking lots of art classes
Lily Zwaska: Freshman year
Macrae Robertson: Playing at State Hockey Tournament
Madlyn Stevens: Taking Art classes
Majestica P. Lor: Pit Orchestra rehearsals.
Maria Martinez Rios: Throwing a cup of
water at Sam Wood
Maryann Rehani: Planning a trip to Mt.
Olympus the day before I went with my
friends
Maya Gomez: Beating West in soccer 3-0
junior year!
Megan Collins: Hanging out with Matt
Melissa Heilman: Twirp 2014

Michael Hull: The baseball team
Michaela Joy Moehring: Becoming a part of the
JMM Gymnastics Team.
Minjae James Kim: Shooting rockets for AP
Physics I
Mitchell Nelson: Being involved with the plays
junior and senior year
Molly Marlow: Leaving
Molly Sheridan: Prom 2015
Morgan Spatola: Twirp/birthday weekend
Naomi Makesa: Singing at the Pops Concert
Nicholas Bartlett: Varsity Baseball team dinners
Olivia Ravenscroft: Chicago art trips
Phia Yang: Loitering with friends
Priya Heinen: playing sports
Quincy Williams: Summer 2015 backpacking in
Wyoming
Richard Kerr: TP-ing Josh’s house back to back
Rory Demick: When administration finally extended lunch
Rory Sanchez: Senior year State Swim Meet
Ryan Morgan: Being a part of the basketball
program
Sadie Hornacek: Swim team rituals
Sam Cibula: The Choir trip to Chicago
Sam Geier: Not failing Algebra 1
Samuel Grayson Wood: I was involved with
the drama program, and we had dress up days
and things like that. Some of my best memories
are of walking down the hallway dressed as a sleezy car
salesman, an intern or a 70s Prom goer. You make people
laugh, which is always fun.
Sarah Hubbard: Senior Prom
Shalini Patro: Hearing Rayan Banerjee scream, “THIS
IS NOT LAND!” after accidentally touching/stepping
in a gross puddle during the Challenges and Adventures
caving trip
Shyelle Humboldt: Meeting new people and having fun
with friends!
Sonam Dolma: Graduation ceremony
Stella Lehane: Being in choir everyday with so many
great, funny people and a fantastic teacher
Sydney Stroud: Having the buzzer beater for our Regional Final in girls basketball
Symonia Donaldson: It was a beautiful day outside and it
was so hot in the class room. Some of the students in class
were done with their work, others were procrastinating
and Mr. Walkner made a deal with the class.
Taylor Jacobson: The Choir field trip when it snowed
magical Christmas snow in Chicago in April
Taylor Morgan: SQUAD
Tom Johnson: Senior year track
Trevor McKy: doing the “Room Zero” clip of the week
for Spartan News
Trevor Wall: Sophomore Twirp
Tyrell Xavier Catolico Quinto: Chillin’ with my dude
Vijay Veerabaskar before he left
Xeng Vang: Spirit Day
Zach Herman: State CC
Zheyu He: That one Snow Day

More Significant
Senior Artists

Maya Gomez--

As my high school years
come to an end, I push away
all thoughts of graduation.
Unlike the rest of my senior
class, I would be okay with
spending another year or two
here. I say this not because
I am afraid of the future,
but because I find that the
teachers and people here
make me happier than I have
ever been before. Most of all though, I cannot imagine
not spending at least one hour a day in my favorite
indoor place in the world - the ceramics room.
The fourth quarter of senior year is a time for
reminiscing and remembering moments from your
childhood. Although I have always had a poor memory,
I have noticed a pattern in my memories as I think back
to elementary and middle school. It surprised me to
find that all of my most vibrant memories feature the
art room (with exception to the Cha-Cha Slide on roller
blades in gym class). I remember so distinctly the small
red light outside of Mrs. Worth’s art room that signified
the kiln in action. I remember so distinctly the song
“squiggles, dots, and lines,” and the sticky glue and
water mixture used with the colorful tissue paper and
newspaper.
Now as a senior, when I think about my time at
Memorial High School, the majority of my memories
follow the same pattern and materialize from the art
department. My most vibrant memories are memories
that most people would consider insignificant. I
remember so distinctly one instance where I found
myself in an empty studio one Saturday morning. In
my hands I found a small vase in which I had spent
hours carving petite zebra stripes a few days earlier.
After dipping the vase in snowflake, I began to paint
the pencil thin lines with different colors of colored slip.
Mr. Herman then came over and noticed my tedious
process. He commented on my preciseness and said
that few people would have patience for that. In that
moment I realized that although I had a rather stressful
task at hand, I felt more calm than I had in a while. I
forgot about all of the stress of my college essays and
anything else that was bothering me. I felt pure bliss and
no worries in the empty ceramics room. This feeling is
one that I have achieved and experienced only a few
times and in very a few places in my life.
I felt this same feeling of pure bliss just the other day
when I attended Studio Under the Stars for a short
fifteen minutes. After walking though the court yard
and observing a few students sculpting and throwing
beneath a light, I entered the vibrant ceramics room.
I looked around and once again felt pure bliss as I
observed the incredible amount of passion and energy
“I will greatly miss Maya’s positive confined into one room. Just watching the magic
and affirming presence in a shared happen filled my body with incredible joy.
creative space. She is an exemplar to
Over the years, I have found, through the
the value and importance of possessing
an indomitable spirit with the ability location of the few long term memories that I
to see beyond the common horizon and have, that the art room is the place for me. It
then to fully love what she is doing. I am really is the only indoor room in the world
honored to have been a part of Maya’s where I find consistent serenity.
artist education.” -Geof Herman
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First

Last

Where are you going?

John

Adam

St. Norbert College

Alexander

Adams

Madison College

Fuad

Ahmed

UW-Madison

Jackson

Aleman Sotelo

Iceland

Allan

Armbruster

Madison College

Alex

Ayala

UW-Milwaukee

Jake

Ayala

UW-Eau Claire

Kelly

Bartig

St Olaf College

Nicholas

Bartlett

University of Northwestern-St. Paul

Hannah

Becker

University of Minnesota

Josh

Blumenstein

University of Michigan

Olivia

Bodway

UW-La Crosse

Holden

Brandon

Army

Josephine

Bratt

University of Iowa

Jenna

Broihahn

University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Alison

Butler-Cordova

New York University

David

Cao

Northwestern University

Edward

Cao

UW-Madison

Alex

Center

Washington University in St. Louis

Sihan

Chang

UIUC

Alejandro

Chavez

UW-Madison

Lizzy

Choncholas

UW-Eau Claire

Sam

CIbula

Vassar College

Hannah

Cole

Washington State University

Megan

Collins

UW-Oshkosh

Jayna

Cooley

UW-Milwaukee

Ashley

Dabel

Madison College

Alexander

Delfosse

University of Minnesota-Twin Cities

Rory
Benton
Sonam
Symonia
Julia
Daniel
Jonathan
Abby
Claire
Molly
Amos
Delaney
Emmett
Makayla
Kyle
Ben
Sam
Jake
Maria

Demick
Denlinger Drumm
Dolma
Donaldson
Donkle
Driscoll
Droessler
DuRussel
Eckerle
Eckerle
Egleston
Eigenberger
Enrignt
Fischer
Fruhling
Gebhart
Geier
Genskow
Golovkina

Miami University
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Madison College
UW-Madison
Firefighting
UW-Platteville
Beloit College
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Lawrence University
University of Minnesota
Bemidji State University
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Eastern Michigan University
UW-Milwaukee
UW-Madison
UW-Madison

Maya
Andrea
Erik
D'Squarius
Julianne
Taylor
Taylor
Katherine
Joseph
Michael
Benjamin
Kevin
Gretchen
Paige
Zheyu
Melissa
Priya
Sydney
Zach
Jesse
Katie
Amelia
Amelia
Katherine
Kyra
Sadie
Holly
Sarah
Carly
Michael
Shyelle
Camille
Carsyn
Taylor
Calvin
Tom
TJ
Richard
Minjae
T'Varisuness
John
Kateri
Blake
Abigail
Jasmine
Stella
Emma
Megan
DaShawn
Majestica
Sydney
Haley
Naomi
Molly
Maria

Gomez
Gottlieb
Goucher
Green
Griepp
GurrEithun
GurrEithun
Hahn
Halada
Hall
Halverson
Hanauer
Hartlieb
Hasz
He
Heilman
Heinen
Helle
Herman
Hershberger
Hettenbach
Heusuk
Heusuk
Higgins
Hirata
Hornacek
Houston
Hubbard
Huggins
Hull
Humboldt
Hung
Hutchinson
Jacobson
Jensen
Johnson
Jukson
Kerr
Kim
King
Kircher
Klingele
Komplin
Kurth
Lancaster
Lehane
Leith
Liebau
Lomack
Lor
Lorenz
Lundal
Makesa
Marlow
Martinez Rios

Middlebury College
University of Colorado-Boulder
UW-Whitewater
Virginia Tech
Laguna College of Art and Design
Eckerd College
Eckerd College
Macalester College
UW Hospital
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Iowa State University
UW-Whitewater
UW-Madison
UW-Eau Claire
Beloit College
Iowa State University
St. Olaf College
Valparaiso University
Bradley University
UW-Whitewater
UW-Whitewater
UW-Madison
Azusa Pacific University
University of Missouri
University of Montana
UW Madison
Michigan Tech University
UW-Milwaukee
Madison College
Madison College, Laguna College of Art and Design
Edgewood College
University of South Florida
University of Minnesota
UW-Madison
Ohio State
UW-Milwaukee Peck School Of The Arts
Vanderbilt University
Miami of Ohio
Arizona State University
Lima, Peru
University of Minnesota
St. Norbert College
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
University of Minnesota0Twin Cities
UW-Whitewater
UW-Platteville
UW-Madison
UW-Mikwaukee
Iowa State University
The King's College
Northern Michigan University
Madison College, Laguna College of Art & Design!
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Chris
Emma Cate
Tara
Trevor
Lauren
Joshua
Michaela
Ibrahim
Carlos
Ryan
Taylor
Emily
Caryn
Caleb
Mitchell
Cassie
Levi
Jawon
Katie
Chloe
Jacob
Jacob
Gwen
Sam
Shalini
Elliot
Casey
Tyrell
Amol
Elaine
Olivia
Maryann
Frank
Macrae
Julian
Rory
Daphne
Anna
Isaac
Taylor
Molly
John
Jonathan
Morgan
Kelly
Madlyn
Tristan
Emma
Sydney
Aikum
Kelly
Ben
Allison
Haven
Marcella

McCarthy
McCarthy
McKenzie
McKy
Michels
Miranda
Moehring
Moizoos
Moreno Aleman
Morgan
Morgan
Moses
Mueller
Nelson
Nelson
Oberg
Obright
Odeneal
Olson
Orr
P.
Padley
Paker
Palmer
Patro
Patterson
Perez-Guerra
Quinto
Rajesh
Ran
Ravenscroft
Rehani
Reynolds
Robertson
Salazar
Sanchez
Schigiel
Schmidt
Sengstock
Shager
Sheridan
Smith
So
Spatola
Spielman
Stevens
Stringfellow
Strong
Stroud
Talwar
Thao
Townsend
Trask
Udvari-Solner
van Kan

UW-Eau Claire
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Madison College
Colorado State University
University of Minnesota State Mankato
Madison College
Johnson & Wales University
Kalamazoo College
Madison College
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
University of Kentucky
UW-Stout
Pace University
North Park University
UW-Stout
UW-Eau Claire
Madison College
Madison Media Institute
UW-Eau Claire
No set plans
Manufacturing Apprenticeship or Mission
Undecided
Eastman School of Music
Creighton University
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Army
United States Navy
Cornell University
UW-Madison
DePaul University
UW-Madison
At my brother's bar
Wake Forest University
UW-Stout
University of Iowa
Oberlin College
UW-Eau Claire
UW-Green Bay
UW-Milwaukee
Northwestern University
UW Madison
UW-Madison
UW-Eau Claire
Minnesota State Mankato
Madison College & Webster University
UW-Madison
University of Minnesota
Georgia State University
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Macalester College
University of Minnesota School of Nursing
UW-Madison
UW-Eau Claire

Finn
Ezekiel
Trevor
Elizabeth
Linda

Voichick
Vredenbregt
Wall
Wang
Wang

Washington University in St. Louis
UW-Oshkosh
UW-Madison
Butler University
UW-Madison

Theodore

Weege

Madison College

Annika

Weller

UW-Madison

Quincy

Williams

UW-Platteville

D'Marcus

Williums

Michigan State

Austin

Wilson

UW-Madison

Lily

Wollin

UW-Madison

Samuel

Wood

UW-Madison

Phia

Yang

UW-Madison

Walaa

Yassin

Madison College

Sam

Zarov

Brandeis University

Aileen

Zhai

Carnegie Mellon University

Lily

Zwaska

UW-Madison

WHERE ARE THEY GOING?
Washington State U

Azusa Pacific U

Greenbay university

IceLand

20+ reported students attending

UW Oshkosh
U of Minnesota
UWM Peck School of the Arts
St. Norbert College
nursing
Northern Michigan
Kalamazoo College
University of Minnesota
Edgewood
University of Lacrosse
Macalester College
MMI
Middlebury college
Cornell University
Lima Peru
The alley behind Chipotle
Lawrence University
Eastern Michigan
U
Brandeis University
Michigan State
MATC
Pace U

Minnesota State
Mankato

Laguna College of the Art of Design

1-4 reported student attending
5-19 reported students attending

St. Olaf College
Carnegie Mellon
Michigan Tech
Bemidji State Unversity
University
North Park U
Oberlin College
Iowa State
Creighton U
Webster University
Northwestern U
DePaul U
University of Missouri
UW
Stout
Bradley U
Colorado State
Beloit College
University of Kentucky
UIUC
Vanderbilt U

Butler University

Johnson and Wales University

Wake forest U

Valparaiso University

Georgia
State

Arizona State

Eckerd College
Miami University
Army
United States Navy
Firemen
UW hospital

Texas Tech
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More Significant Senior Artists
Camille Hung- If there’s

one thing I love, it’s storytelling.
Books, movies, TV shows, even
songs- a good story is an art
form in and of itself, and I pride
myself as a storyteller above all
else. My dream, in vague terms,
is to create stories that a vast
multitude of people can experience and enjoy. I’ve experimented with different media,
such as writing and comics, but
animation (specifically 2D animation) has always caught my eye.
There is a beautiful efficiency in
animated story telling unlike any
other medium out there- as the
artist behind an animation, I have total control over what a viewer sees, a
stark contrast to the unpredictability of live action. I can control the pacing
and sound input, unlike comics. And while books have their own merit, they
are a very visually-lacking medium. As someone who thrives off of visual
information, I would personally prefer to see something drawn or filmed as
opposed to written (with exceptions, of course...)
That brings me back to animation. Never before have I experienced a medium with such limitless possibilities as animation. I have seen
animations that have made me laugh, ones that have made me cry, ones
that have made me angry... and sometimes all within the same 20-minute
episode of Futurama (you know the one). And the visuals... oh, the visuals...
nothing excites me quite like the thrill of a smoothly, organically animated
mouth flap. And don’t even get me started on color palette choices.
Animation combines all the things I love about art- efficiency, story-telling, and aesthetic- into one mind-numbingly difficult-to-create package
with endless options for exploration.
As for my personal art... I always try to stress diversity in gender, race,
and body type in my characters, as I hope is fully demonstrated here. But
more than that, almost everything I create, ever character I draw, has a
world and personality forming behind it. Everything you see here has a story. That rhinoceros is named Bathsheba, and the disgusted bust is a woman
named Rosa Viney. The desert people don’t have names yet, but the woman is a mechanic who is teaching the art of a technological world to the
young, magic-trained boy beside her. The tall woman is named Miss Vickie,
and she has an assistant named Carlos whom she has a secret affection for,
though she would never let romance stand between her and her quest
for power. And the man in the swamp is named Jaya, a lonely wanderer
searching for a way back home from a world he does not understand.
For me, art communicates story. And as a storyteller, nothing could
be more valuable than art.
I will greatly miss Camille’s intellect,
“creative stamina and her insatiable
curiosity. Her abilities to cogitate,
reflect and imagine are beyond commendable, and the reason I am able to
appreciate them so richly is that she
executes those qualities with impactful
artwork. I am honored to have been
a part of Camille’s artist education.”Geof Herman
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Maddie Gerbig- I have often wondered whether I have the
friends that I do because we all love
art, or if I love art because my friends
are all so creative. In either case, art
has become an undeniable part
of my life. During my four years at
Memorial, it has been difficult to fit
art classes into my schedule, and I
wish I could have found a way to
take more of them, but I am glad I
could find time outside of the school
day to still get involved in art. Thanks
to Ms. Riedle, I learned about opportunities like art club and Visioneers,
where I could improve as an artist
and explore different art forms. It is
also thanks to Ms. Riedle that I have
had the confidence to experiment
and push myself to create more
complicated works even in mediums
I was not
overly familiar with.
The main
mediums
that I work
with are
metal and
fabric, but
I have also
worked
with glass
and I am
beginning
to experiment with video game design. Most of my work is inspired by
fantasy, but almost all of it resembles
a puzzle in some way, with multiple
pieces coming together in just the
right way to form the whole picture.
“Maddie approaches art with intelligence,
creativity, and determination. That’s impressive. However, then she goes one step
further and shares what she learns with
others in order to help them be successful,
a true testament to the character of this
impressive individual.”-Grace Riedle

ALL

BIG SYD
Sydney Stroud is the only three sport
athlete of the Class of ‘16. Sydney
formerly, known as Big Sid, has
participated in Memorial athletics
every season during her four years
of high school. Another incredible
fact about Sydney is that she has only
been on Varsity! Sydney obviously
always being a dominate force out
there for the Spartans. Sydney played
volleyball and basketball all four
years, track and field for two spring
seasons, and then soccer the next two
seasons. Sydney will be continuing
her athletic career at the University
of Georgia State where she will be
playing volleyball. Thanks Sydney
for being a fan favorite and putting in
work all season long! Good luck next
year!

Seniors that will play
sports in college:

John Adam: St. Norbert- Football
Alex Center: Washington UniversitySwimming
Delaney Eigenberger: Minnesota- CC
Emmett Enright: Bemidji St- Football
Ben Gebhart: Eastern MichiganSwimming
Maya Gomez: Middlebury CollegeSwimming
Terrel Goodwan: Wisconsin
Whitewater- Football
Asia Green: Savannah State- Volleyball
Carly Huggins: Michigan Tech- CC &
Track
Dashawn Lomack: Wisconsin
Platteville- Football
Brandon Midstokke: Wisconsin Eau
Claire- Football
Kelly Spielman: Minnesota St
Mankato- Volleyball
Sydney Stroud: Georgia StateVolleyball
Jezzell Taylor: Dubuque- Football &
Track
Justin Temprano: WisconsinSwimming
Jason Weah: Lackawanna CollegeFootball

STA

R
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E
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Abby DuRussel: I see myself married, and
hopefully with a child or two, having graduated
from college and started graduate school.
Aileen Zhai: Celebrating the 10th anniversary of
being asked this question.
Albion Rrushaj: Still in the undecided major....
Alejandro Chavez: Probably working for epic
Alex Ayala: At a graphic design firm
somewhere.
Alex Center: With a trophy husband
Alexander Harold McCabe: Playing video
games as usual
Allison Rae Trask: in the Peace Corps in Africa
Amelia Heusuk: Married with kids, coaching
soccer and successful
Amol Rajesh: Celebrating the 10th anniversary
of you asking this question
Amos Egleston: Playing music for a living
Andrea Gottlieb: Traveling the world
Anna Schmidt: Labor Organizer with
undocumented immigrants
Annika Weller: Your children’s pediatrician.
Ashley Dabel: Starting a family in my dream
house working on starting my own business
Austin Wilson: Working in a recording studio
Ben Gebhart: Working as a nurse and living in
Denver
Benjamin Halverson: Out of Wisconsin
Benton Denlinger Drumm: Working as an
engineer
Blake Komplin: On the moon
Calvin Austin Jensen: Being Waka Flocka’s hype
man
Camille Hung: You see that picture of the Earth?
Yeah I’m right... yeah, right there, right in there.
Wait, shoot, did I blink???
Carly Huggins: Vermont
Carsyn Hutchinson: Being a nurse practitioner
Caryn Mueller: Dancing for Beyoncé
Casey Perez-Guerra: Living in the basement of
my best friend’s house
Cassie Oberg: Starting a family
Chloe Orr: Hopefully alive
Chris McCarthy: On the beach teaching scuba
diving lessons
Daniel S Driscoll Jr: At the end of a fire hose,
helping out as meny people as possible
Daphne Schigiel: Washington D.C.
DaShawn Lomack: Working with kids in
elementary school
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Delaney Eigenberger: Owning a health and
fitness studio
Edward Cao: Probably in grad school, all things
considered.
Elaine Ran Yi: Maybe I’ll be a reflexologist. Who
knows?
Elizabeth Wang: Being a practicing physician
assistant
Elliot Patterson: In a penthouse in California
Emily Moses: With a job (hopefully)
Emma Strong: As an elementary school teacher
Erik Goucher: Chillin’ with the boys
Finn Voichick: Writing software for a startup
Frank Reynolds: Covered in hand sanitizer
Fuad Ahmed: Mirror
Gwen Paker: Singing opera
Haley Lundal: Married with babies and puppies
and designing houses
Haven Udvari-Solner: Touchin’ a million
Holden Brandon: Still in the Army
Holly Houston: Working at Dunder Mifflin
Isaac Sengstock: Becoming a pharmasist
Jackson Eduardo Aleman Sotelo: BEING HAPPILY
MARRIED
Jackson Murphy: Livin’ Lavish
Jacob P. Mann: Married, out of college, working,
and with a 1-2 year old daughter or son.
Jacob Padley: Settled down with a nice woman
Jake Ayala: Married with kids
Jake Genskow: Med School
Jasmine Lancaster: Sipping Champagne with
Drake
Jawon Odeneal: Working in a art company for
games or anime, or just my own business in art.
Jayna K Cooley: Swimming in a pool of money
Jenna Broihahn: Working as a doctor
Jesse Hershberger: Making the world a better
place
John Adam: Coaching Football
John Kircher: Living in LA
Jonathan Droessler: In Dubai Rich af
Jonathan So: In Highschool
Joseph William Halada: Work
Josephine Bratt: Leading my pack of dogs to
world domination
Josh Blumenstein: Somewhere smiling
Joshua Miranda: Hanging out with Sam Palmer
Julia Donkle: In Med school studying to
becomea doctor just like Meredith Grey
Julian Salazar: Probably working at some job, still

paying off my student loans
Julianne Griepp: Lying facedown in a pile of
dogs
Katie Hettenbach: Directing Movies
Katie Olson: Having finished grad school 2 or
3 years ago with a job as a physical therapist,
lots of house plants, and a giant white fluffy
Samoyed dog named Olan
Kelly Spielman: Hopefully working in a hospital
as a nurse anesthetist
Kelly Thao: Traveling the world, having a family,
and reconnecting with old buddies.
Kevin Hanauer: Studying the art of meditation
with the Dalai Lama as a Tibetan Buddhist
Kyle William Fruhling: Streaking through an NFL
game.
Kyra Hirata: Enjoying life with people O love
Lauren Michels: bus driver
Levi Obright: Hopefully working in animation for
a studio.
Liam McGuire: Famous
Lily Zwaska: Rich and famous
Linda Wang-: Traveling
Madlyn Stevens: I see myself as a high school
teacher with published books and many, many
cats.
Majestica P. Lo: On a podium
Makayla Fischer: Hopefully in my residency after
Med school!
Marcella van Kan: Working as a nurse
Maria Martinez Rios: She was 28 years old...
Maryann Rehani: Working, done with college,
living in a nice house...
Maya Gomez: Costa Rica
Megan Collins: Married to Matt Jacus with four
kids, two dogs, and seven cats
Megan Liebau: Living in some place other than
Wisconsin
Melissa Heilman: Settled down with a family
Michael Hull: Financially stable
Michaela Joy Moehring: Working as an
executive chef at Gordon Ramsey’s ‘London
House’
Minjae James Kim: Medical school
Mitchell Nelson: Graphic design firm
Molly Marlow: Hopefully still alive
Molly Sheridan: Working as a physician
Morgan Spatola: At a decent job and making
memories.
Naomi Makesa: Helping you get out of your next

lawsuit #futurelawyer
Nicholas Bartlett: Hopefully somewhere warm
Olivia Ravenscroft: Living in the Hollywood Hills
with John Kircher
Phia Yang: Working or traveling
Quincy Williams: As an engineer
Richard Kerr: Directing movies in LA.
Rory Sanchez: Riding in my McLaren
Ryan Morgan: Part of a big sports organization
Sadie Hornacek: Living a very average life.
Sam Cibula: Working in the administration of the
President of the United States, Bo Obama
Sam Geier: In the jungles of Southeast Asia
fighting tigers
Sam Palmer: Living in Eugene, Oregon
Sam Zarov: I don’t know, I’ll probably have a job
or something
Samuel Grayson Wood: Hopefully doing
something I love, surrounded by people I love. In
ten years, I hope I get to laugh every day
Sarah Hubbard: On a cruise
Shalini Patro: Married, and studying at Harvard
Medical School--”What? Like it’s hard?”
Shyelle Humboldt: CSI
Sihan Chang: In a mirror probably... unless
they’ve perfected cloning in ten years.
Sonam Dolma: Surgeon
Stella Lehane: Teaching high schoolers while
yelling into the void about the mess that is our
public school system
Sydney Helle: Rich af
Sydney Stroud: Ruling the world
Symonia Donaldson: Alive and not in a ditch.
Successful and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.
Taylor Jacobson: I see myself with a successful
job with a husband and maybe a few kids in the
coming years. But I also see myself traveling a
lot and seeing a lot of different places before I
have children.
Taylor Morgan: Rich and famous
Theodore Joseph (TJ) Weege: Far away and
much happier
Tim Elmes: Rich
Trevor McKy: flipping bricks
Trevor Wall: A dad
Tyrell Xavier Catolico Quinto: Traveling the world
while still in the United States Navy.
Xeng Vang: Working in my major.
Zach Herman: In the mirror
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World Language Super Seniors
ANNA SCHMIDT
The World Language Department is pleased to recognize Anna
Schmidt as one of this year’s World Language Super Seniors.
Looking back at her language career at Memorial, Anna
fondly remembers the beginning of her journey in Spanish 2.
“My Spanish class had so many games and everyone got along
very well!” She continued to thrive all the way through AP Spanish and even endeavored to teach herself French 2.
Learning a language is all about expanding your world and
communicating with more people. Anna embraces
every opportunity to use her Spanish and French abilities in
meaningful exchanges with all whom she encounters. Anna’s
passion for social justice pushes her to find these ways to
communicate. An active member in JMM’s Women’s Club, she
also tutored Spanish-speaking kids, walked to the Capitol for
The Day Without Latinos, and wants to work as a teacher,
translator, or interpreter. We wish her much luck as she
continues her language journey to UW-Eau Claire. ¡Buen viaje!

TRISTAN STRINGFELLOW
Tristan Stringfellow has been an exceptional student
throughout his four years in Chinese at JMM. Coming into
Memorial, Tristan knew that he wanted to have the ability to
communicate in Chinese. He diligently took notes in class and
was an avid participant. When remembering his years in Chinese
classes, Tristan recalls his conversations with other students.
One of his favorite experiences was one that occurred on a daily
basis; he loved to communicate with the native Chinese
speakers.
Tristan is so excited to continue his Chinese career at
UW-Madison; he will continue to improve his Chinese by
practicing on his own and getting involved in various Chinese
language, literature and cultural clubs. The World Language
Department knows that Tristan is sure to succeed in all of his
future pursuits and wishes him the best.
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(continued on page 32)
First

Last

Secret (or not so secret)
secrret
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t) Crush
Crus
Crus
Cr
ush
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Abby

DuRussel

Finn Voichick

Aileen

Zhai

Jon Snow

Albion

Rrushaj

Me

Alejandro

Chavez

Michelle Duppler

Alex

Center

Colt Tegtmeier

Alexander

McCabe

Alisha Campbell

Allan

Armbruster

Grape, as usual

Amelia

Heusuk

Sam Geier

Andrea

Gottlieb

Soccer boys

Anna

Schmidt

Alison BC

Ashley

Dabel

My boyfriend

Austin

Wilson

Kyra Hirata

Ben

Gebhart

Nikoline Marstad

Benton

Denlinger Drumm Senior CC Sleepover

Blake

Komplin

Delaney Fitzgerald

Caleb

Nelson

Connor Bones Jones

Calvin

Jensen

Erin Fennessy

Camille

Hung

Orange

Carlos

Aleman

Anel Morales

Carsyn

Hutchinson

Michael Hull

Caryn

Mueller

G Money and D Money

Cassie

Oberg

Mahad Siad

Chloe

Orr

Sebastien Stan

Chris

McCarthy

Haven Udvari Solner

Claire

Eckerle

Alex Wowk

Deaqwon

Jones

Ms. Voss

Delaney

Eigenberger

Kaeden Hirata

Elaine
Elliot
Emma
Emma Cate
Emmett
Erik
Finn
Frank
Fuad
Gretchen
Gwen
Haley
Hannah
Hannah
Haven
Holden
Holly
Isaac
Jackson
Jackson

Yi
Patterson
Strong
McCarthy
Enrignt
Goucher
Voichick
Reynolds
Ahmed
Hartlieb
Paker
Lundal
Becker
Cole
Udvari-Solner
Brandon
Houston
Sengstock
Murphy
Sotelo

Chris Mann
Natalie Denlinger-Drumm
Isaac Sengstock
Koko Songolo
Delaney Fitzgerald
Mira Tcherneva
Abby DuRussel
Shadinasty
Crush soda
Joseph Harper
James Tautges
Brett Weigel
Rory McGuire
Ted Schewe
Liam McGuire
Katya Boehnen
JAMES TAUTGES
Emma Strong
Ms. Fitz
JUSTIN BIEBER

Jacob
JJa
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ob
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Abby DuRussel: “If you haven’t got anything nice
to say, sit right here next to me.” - Alice Roosevelt
Longfellow
Abigail Kurth: “Laughter is timeless. Imagination
has no age, and dreams are forever.” - Walt Disney
Aileen Zhai: “Well, I am not usually one for speeches. So, goodbye.” - Ron Swanson
Alex Ayala: “Don’t do what you want. Do what you don’t want. Do what you’re trained not to want. Do the things that
scare you the most.” - Chuck Palahniuk
Alexander Harold McCabe: “No great mind has ever existed without a touch of madness.” - Aristole
Alex Center: “Well, well, well, how the turntables...” - Michael Scott
Alison Butler-Cordova: “Here we are, trapped in the amber of the moment. There is no why.” - Kurt Vonnegut
Allison Rae Trask: “I don’t want my pain and suffering to make me a victim. I want my battle to become someone
else’s hero.”- Author Egypt
Amol Rajesh: “Let’s Make America Great Again by Cruising Onwards and Upwards™”
Amos Egleston: “Nobody who works 40 hours a week should be living in poverty.” - Bernie Sanders
Andrea Gottlieb: “Give it all you got and hope for the best” - Daine Riggins
Annika Weller: “Why’s James Cryin?”- Froggy Fresh (2013)
Ashley Dabel: “Growing old is mandatory but growing up is not.” - Walt Disney
Austin Wilson: “You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take.” - Michael Scott
Ben Townsend: “The common bond of humanity and decency that we share is stronger than any conflict, any adversity.
Fighting for your convictions is important. But finding peace is paramount.” - Wes Moore
Benjamin Halverson: “Fine.” - Mr. Spencer
Benton Denlinger Drumm: “You 100% of the shots you don’t take” - Michael Scott
Blake Komplin: “Geometry is hard.” - Emmett Enright
Caleb L. Nelson: “You can get lost in the sauce.” - Gucci Mane
Calvin Austin Jensen: “Hydratin’ all day, sippin’ lean out my nalgene.” - Jack Zwiefel
Camille Hung: “I may or may not have an egg in my pocket.” - Me
Carly Huggins: “Stopping polution is the best solution.”
Caryn Mueller: “Would I rather be fear or loved. Easy, both. I want people to be afraid of how much they love me.” Michael Scott
Cassie Oberg: “You only live once but if you do it right once is enough.”
Chloe Orr: “We need to remember what’s important in life. Friends, waffles, work. Or waffles, friends, work. Doesn’t
matter. But work is third.” - Lesie Knope
Chris McCarthy: “Look good, feel good, play good. - Deion Sanders
Claire Eckerle: “I’m not superstitious, but I am a little stitious” - Michael Scott
Daniel S Driscoll Jr: “The coolest toys don’t have to be bought; they can be built. In fact, sometimes the only way
they’ll ever exist is if you make them yourself.” -Adam Savage
Daphne Schigiel: “When in doubt, go to the library.” - Ron Weasley
DaShawn Lomack: “I gotta do what I gotta do.”
David Cao: “Find happiness and love in anything and everything you do…because you live for no one else but
yourself.” - DYC
Deaqwon Jones: “The world is flat.” - B.o.B
Delaney Eigenberger: “I can and I will.”- my thoughts when running a race
Edward Cao: “Sometimes, you just have to look at yourself and ask: Why are you such an idiot?”- Rohan Sampat
Elaine Ran Yi: “Come back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy Johns, Jimmy Johns.” - Diana Li
Elliot Patterson: “Zoop.” - Calvin Jensen
Emma Leith: “Sometimes it’s easier to ask for forgiveness than permission.” - Geoff Herman
Emma Cate McCarthy: “Give it all you got and hope for the best.” - Daine Riggins
Erik Goucher: “He’s ‘bout as slippery as two greased up seals resting on a beach ball” - Jacob Padley
Ezekiel Vredenbregt: “You didn’t bring me along for my charming personality.” - Die Hard
Finn Voichick: “The good news about computers is that they do what you tell them to do. The bad news is that they do
what you tell them to do.”- Ted Nelson
Frank Reynolds: “You’re either the dooper or the doopie.”
Fuad Ahmed: “It’s not how fast you mow, it’s how well you mow fast.”
Gwen Paker: “Always.” - Snape
Hannah Becker: “ICM.” - Matt Jacus
Hannah Cole: “Never look back darling, it distracts from the now.” - The Incredibles
Haven Udvari-Solner: ““What you think, you become. What you feel, you attract. What you imagine, you create.” Buddha
Holden Brandon: “Well I guess this is what I signed up for.” - Para
Holly Houston: “In an ideal world I would have all ten fingers on one hand, and the other hand would just be
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a fist for punching.” - Dwight Schrute
Jackson Eduardo Aleman Sotelo: “Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t matter and
those who matter don’t mind.”
Jackson Murphy: “Y.O.L.O.” - Drake
Jacob Padley: “Don’t be afraid to give up the good to go for the great” - John D. Rockefeller
Jake Ayala: “We do not remember days, we remember moments.”
Jake Genskow: “I don’t like you at all.” - Cara Fitzgerald
Jasmine Lancaster: “Never look down on anyone unless you’re helping them up.” - Jesse Jackson
Jawon Layvon Odeneal: “I will become Hokage.” - Naruto Uzimaki
Jayna K Cooley: “Jayna Pee!” “No mom it’s JaynaKkkkk” - Chris Cooley and I
Jenna Broihahn: “Be the change you wish to see in the world.” - Ghandi
Jesse Hershberger: “Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not.” - The
Lorax
John Adam: “Three things are necessary for the salvation of man: to know what he ought to believe; to know what he
ought to desire; and to know what he ought to do.” - St. Thomas Aquinas
John Kircher: “There is only one way to avoid criticism: do nothing, say nothing, and be nothing.” - Aristotle
Jonathan Droessler: “If two wrongs don’t make a right... maybe three will.”
Jonathan So: “Two L’s make a W” - Jonathan So
Joseph William Halada: “Baseball is like a poker game. Nobody wants to quit when he’s losing; nobody wants you to
quit when you’re ahead.” - Jackie Robinson
Josh Blumenstein: “If you’re not first you’re last.” - Ricky Bobby
Joshua Miranda: “Minus 500.” - Mr Hardin
Julia Donkle: “Enjoy the little things in life beacuse one day you will look back and realize that they were the big
things.”
Julianne Griepp: “I don’t pick favorites, but Julianne is definitely the worst.” - Camille F. Hung
Katherine Hahn: “Happiness can be found even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the light.” J.K. Rowling
Katherine Higgins: “No one ever injured their eyesight by looking on the bright side.”
Katie Hettenbach: “You can’t diss on hospitality, I won’t allow it!” - Troll 2
Katie Olson: “I am not a confrontational squid.” - PJ Ligoui
Kelly Spielman: “Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday.” - Don Marquis
Kelly Thao: “Doubt is the greatest enemy.” - Master Yi
Kevin Hanauer: “You’re not very good at this.” - Jake Genskow
Kyle William Fruhling: “Push ups.” - Mr. Lynch
Kyra Hirata: “Spread love everywhere you go let no one ever come to you without leaving happier.” Mother Teresa
Lauren Michels: “I sport New Balance sneakers to avoid a narrow path.” - Phife Dawg
Levi Obright: “You just have to be at peace with what you are and what you really want to be. Like,
a lot of people will say like, “I’m an aspiring artist,” or, “I’m an aspiring writer”... No, you’re a writer,
you’re an artist. If you’re doing that stuff every day, that’s what you are...just own it.”
Liam McGuire: “Never stop shredding.” - Liam McGuire
Lily Zwaska: “Life is a beach I’m just playin in the sand.” - Lil’ Wayne
Linda Wang: “The master has failed more times than the beginner has even tried.” - Stephen McCranie
Lizzy Choncholas: “Yaaa baby.” - Fetty Wap
Madlyn Stevens: “I’ve only slept nine hours over the past four days, so I’m right on the verge of a
nervous breakdown.” - Leslie Knope, Parks and Recreation
Majestica P. Lor: “If you don’t have time to do it right, when will you have time to do it over?” - John
Wooden
Makayla Fischer: “Be the change you wish to see in the world.” - Mahatma Gandhi
Maria Golovkina: “Hakuna matata.” - Timon and Pumbaa
Maria Martinez Rios: “I used to be young and immature...now I’m just immature.” - Me
Maryann Rehani: “If idiots could fly, this place would be an airport...” - Unknown
Megan Collins: “Megan, I don’t know how you wake up every day and look that beautiful.”
Megan Liebau: “Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened.” - Dr. Seuss
Michael Hall: “In life everyone has a choice. The key is: make the right choice.” - DJ Khaled
Michael Hull: “Baseball is 90% mental, the other half is physical.” - Yogi Berra
Michaela Joy Moehring: “Que Sera, Sera.” - Doris Day
Minjae James Kim: “A mind needs books just like a sword needs whetstone.” - Tyrion Lannister
Mitchell Nelson: “In spite of everything, I still belive that people are truly good at heart.” - Anne Frank
Molly Marlow: “No one should ever have to justify a fake mustache.” - Dr. Harleen Quinzel
Morgan Spatola: “Never let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game.” - Babe Ruth
Naomi Makesa: “You have to be odd to be number one.” - Dr. Seuss
Nicholas Bartlett: “We’re on mission from God.” - Elwood Blues
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Olivia Ravenscroft: “Miley, what’s good?” - Nicki
Minaj
Priya Heinen: “Do what you can, with what you
have, wherever you are.” - Theodore Roosevelt
Quincy Williams: “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” - Leonardo da Vinci
Richard Kerr: “Hannah Montana said no ones perfect, but here I am.”
Rory Demick: “I’m feelin’ myself.” - Beyoncé
Rory Sanchez: “Do not go gentle into that good night.” - Dylan Thomas
Ryan Morgan: “All I ever ask is 100.” - Drake
Sadie Hornacek: “Finessin on 3...1,2,3, Finessin!!!!!” - Jake Rath
Sam Cibula: “Please clap.” - Jeb Bush
Sam Geier: “Real Gs move in silence like lasagna.” - Lil Wayne
Sam Palmer: “I am the Captain now.” - Mahad Siad
Samuel Grayson Wood: “Ships are safest at harbor, but that is not what ships are made for.”
Sarah Hubbard: “Ha ha ha ha ha you mad or nah?” - Speaker Knockerz
Shalini Patro: “We have to dance it out. That’s how we finish.” - Cristina Yang, Grey’s Anatomy
Shyelle Humboldt: “Say what you mean, mean what you say.” - Mr. Spencer
Sihan Chang: “AAARARRRGWWWH” - Chewbacca
Sonam Dolma: “Our prime purpose in this life is to help others. And if you can’t help them, then at least don’t hurt
them.”
Stella Lehane: “Hey yo, I’m just like my country/I’m young, scrappy, and hungry/And I’m not throwing away my
shot!” - Lin Manuel Miranda as Alexander Hamilton
Sydney Helle: “I’m ready to face any challenges that might be foolish enough to face me.” - Dwight Schrute
Sydney Stroud: “Mahad did it.” - Jackson Murphy
Symonia Donaldson: “Women are made to be loved, not understood.” - Oscar Wilde
Taylor Jacobson: “The trick is to enjoy life. Don’t wish away your days, waiting for better ones ahead.” - Marjorie Pay
Hinckley
Taylor Shager: “Scars remind us where we’ve been... They don’t have to dictate where we’re going.” - Anonymous
Theodore Joseph (TJ) Weege: “Always forward, never straight.” - Clare Weege
Trevor McKy: “No man for any considerable period can wear one face to himself and another to the multitude, without
finally getting bewildered as to which may be the true.” - Nathaniel Hawthorne
Trevor Wall: “I love bad bad that’s my that’s my problem.” - A$AP Rocky
Tyrell Xavier Catolico Quinto: “Stay Schemin.” - Rick Ross
Xeng Vang: “Things are only beautiful but only for a fleeting of movement...” - Relife
Zach Herman: “I’m not superstitious, but I am a little stitious.” - Michael Scott
u He: “Zheyu, you are literally the devil.” - Ms. Fitz
Zheyu

Crushes Continued...
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